
PEER SUPPORT TEAM TIME 

 

Purpose: Peer support is a core factor of resilience and a protective factor against 
exhaustion. Why? Because supportive human bonds make us feel safe and supported and 
enable us to grow. And because teams act as a “container” for anxieties and distress 
inherent to working in adverse contexts, they convey a sense of being safely held, enabling 
difficult feeling to be processed and managed.  
 
Peer support team times are non-operational regular meetings. Sharing needs to balance 
challenges with positive news in order to foster resilience. Team members can:     
-share about how they are, sharing both positive news and challenges, 
-express mutual appreciation and empathic support,  
-it is also the opportunity to mobilize collective intelligence to propose creative answers to 
these challenges.  
 

Duration: 1h 

Frequency: 1x week; regularity matters 

Suggested format: 

Format can be whatever suits the team (an online aperitif at the end of a day, an online 
morning breakfast, an online coffee break…). Below are suggestions teams can adapt to their 
needs: 

 the person introducing this activity: 

-> explains what this team time is (peer support time) and what is not (work time, time to 
deal with conflicts) 

->decides the format of this collective time together with the team 

-> invites members to decide sharing rules. Rules need to include: 1) no negative comments 
between members, tensions need to be dealt with through another venue; 2) mutual 
respect regarding what is shared and how it is expressed; 3) confidentiality: what is shared in 
the group, remains in the group. 

 at each session: 

->starting: a different person is in charge of leading the sharing: this person starts and ends 
the meeting, reminds others of timing and of the respect of the group rules if not respected. 

->sharing time: people take turns to share: one person shares for 5min, and then asks 
someone else to talk when finished. Each member: 

    -shares contents balancing positive news and challenges. 

    -starts with sharing an appreciation to give a positive tone to general team mood: 



              ->a gratitude: something you feel thankful for, whatever small it is.   

              ->an appreciation about something that happened at work, about colleagues. 

              ->a positive news, whatever small it is. 

              ->a self-care tip you are finding useful. 

    -then, shares challenges he/she is facing at the moment, more on a personal level. 

->group feedback: following this individual sharing round, there can be a time for free 
sharing of empathic feedback and useful tips. 

->ending:  

      -team times can end with a particular short sharing (a quote, a music….) by the person 
leading the session.  

      -a leading person is identified for next team time. 


